


The Stream of Consciousness

Mrs Dalloway said she would buy the flowers herself. For Lucy had her work cut

out for her. The doors would be taken off their hinges; Rumpelmayer’s men were coming.

And then, thought Clarissa Dalloway, what a morning-fresh as if issued to children on a

beach.

What a lark! What a plunge! For so it had always seemed to her when, with a little
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The eighteenth century was an era of rationalistic allegories and moral tales. The

nineteenth century (roughly) was the great era of the novel; and the novel throve upon a

dynamic merging of the idea of person with the idea of class. Because nineteenth-century

society was dynamic and interesting and because (to use a Marxist notion) the type and

the individual could there be seen as merged, the solution of the eighteenth-century

problem could be put off. It has been put off till now. Now that the structure of society is

less interesting and less alive than it was in the nineteenth century, and now that Welfare

economics have removed certain incentives to thinking, and now that the values of science

are so much taken for granted, we confront in a particularly dark and confusing form a

dilemma which has been with us implicitly since the Enlightenment, or since the beginning,

wherever exactly one wishes to place it, of the modern Liberal world.

If we consider twentieth-century literature as compared with nineteenth-century

literature, we notice certain significant contrasts. I said that, in a way, we were back in the

eighteenth-century, the era of rationalistic allegories and moral tales, the era when the
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But this novel was not a trumpet for Womens Liberation. It described many

female emotions of aggression, hostility, resentment. It put them into print. Apparently what

many women were thinking. feeling, experiencing, came as a great surprise. Instantly a lot

of very ancient weapons were unleashed, the main ones, as usual, being on the theme of

‘She is unfeminine’, ‘She is a man-hater’. This particular reflex seems indestructible. Men

and many women-said that the suffragettes were defeminized, masculine, brutalized. There

is no record I have read of any society anywhere when women demanded more than

nature offers them that does not also describe this reaction frome men and some women.

A lot of women were angry about The Golden Notebook. What women will say to other

women, grumbling in their kitchens and complaining and gossiping or what they make

clear in their masochism, is often the last thing they will say aloud-a man may overhear.

Women are the cowards they are because they have been semi-slaves for so long. The

number of women prepared to stand up for what they really think, feel, experience with a

man they are in love with still small. Most women will still run like little dogs with stones

thrown at them when a man says: You are unfeminine, aggressive, you are unmanning

me. It is my belief that any woman who marries, or takes seriously in any way at all, a man

who uses this threat, deserves everything she gets. For such a man is a bully, does not

know anything about the world he lives in, or about its history - men and women have

taken infinite numbers of roles in the past, and do now, in different societies. So he is

ignorant, of fearful about being out of step - a coward... I write all these remarks with

exactly the same feeling as if I were writing a letter to post into the distant past: I am so

sure that everything we now take for granted is going to be utterly swept away in the next

decade.” .

“Doris  Lessing, In Pursuit of The English d’l  2 (1966)
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literary event. One can only salute and marvel at the otaggering fecundity of ideas and
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